FEINA D'ESTIU 2017. Estudiar tot aquest temari.
HAVE TO
I have to tidy my bedroom.
I have to go to school.
I have to do an exam.
I have to make the bed.
AND – i
BUT- però
BECAUSE – perquè
WITH – amb
TO – (anar) a
IN – en castellà “en”
OUT- fora
A/AN – un / una
THE – el/la/els/les

You have to tidy your room.
She has to go to school.
He has to do an exam.
They have to make the bed.

I eat cookies AND I drink coffee.
I have got a book, BUT I haven't got a pencil.
I am tired BECAUSE today is Monday
I go to the park WITH my friend.
She goes TO the pizza restaurant.
We are IN my house.
En el tenis: in/out
She buys A pencil./ She buys AN apple.
We are THE champions.

POSICIÓ DELS ADJECTIUS
This is a big classroom.
You are an English teacher.
POSSESSIUS
This is Xavi's notebook.
This is Fran's jacket.

Això és el quadern de'n Xavi.

everybody- tothom
everything- tot
somebody- algú
something- qualque cosa
nobody- ningú
nothing- res
every day- cada dia
Everybody needs somebody- Tothom necessita algú.
Don't worry, be happy!- No te preocupis, siguès feliç!
QUESTION WORDS
WHY- per què?
WHAT- què?
WHO /ju/- qui?
WHERE- on?
WHEN – quan?
HOW – com?
HOW MUCH – quant?

Why are you here?
What time is it?
Who is in the class? / Who is your best friend?
Where is your sister?
When is your birthday?
How are you? I'm fine, thank you, and you? Very well, thanks
How much is it? (Què val?)

PRESENT CONTINUOS
What are you doing?
I'm studying for the exam
I am opening the window
I am running
I am writing the exercices

What is he doing?
He is studying for the exam
Jaume is opening the window
Xavier is running
Aaron is writing the exercices

TO BE
I am
you are
he is
she is
it is
we are
you are
they are

I'm not
you aren't
he isn't
she isn't
it isn't
we aren't
you aren't
they aren't

am I?
are you?
is he?
is she?
is it?
are we?
are you?
are they?

CAN
permís
Can I speak English?
Can I ride a bike?
Can I go to the park?
Can I play football?
Can I go to the toilet?
habilitat
Rubén can play football
Jaume can ride the bike
Youssef can drive a car
MUST
obligació
I must go to school
I must tidy my room
I must buy the bread
I must study

Yes, you can / No, you can't

En Rubén sap jugar a futbol

Jo he d'anar a escola
He d'ordenar la meva habitació

MUSTN'T
prohibició
You mustn't smoke at the school
You mustn't eat in the class
You mustn't speak arab in the class

PASSAR DE PRESENT SIMPLE A PRESENT CONTINU
I read a book
I am reading a book / I'm reading a book
They live in Cas Concos
They are living in Cas Concos
I study English
I am studying English
We jump
We are jumping
PASSAR DE PRESENT CONTINU A PRESENT SIMPLE
I am cooking dinner
I cook.
They are running in the park
They run in the park.
We are studying
We study.

